Communities & Collections

This is an alphabetical and hierarchical list of communities in the repository. Communities may contain sub-communities and collections. Use the left chevrons to expand the hierarchy.

All of DSpace

Browse by Issue Date, Author, Title, or Subject. Use the gear icon to set the sorting and number of results per page.

By Issue Date
By Author
By Title
By Subject

Statistics

(Once logged in with correct access)

On the Home page, this lists the 10 items with most visits to the item page. (This does not count the downloads of the files contained in the item.)

On a Community page, this lists the total cumulative visits to the community's main page (not all the collections and items that community contains), visits to the community main page broken out by month for the past 7 months, and by top cumulative country and city views.

On a Collection page, this lists the total cumulative visits to the collection's main page (not all the items that collection contains), visits to the collection page broken out by month for the past 7 months, and by top cumulative country and city views.

On an Item page, this lists the total cumulative visits to the item page. (This does not count the downloads of the files contained in the item.), visits to that page broken out by month for the past 7 months, and by top cumulative country and city views.

Search box

Use this search box to retrieve search results that can be further refined by search filters, such as date, subject, author, and item type.
See Search - Advanced for tips for creating Boolean searches.

Language
Choose your preferred supported language for the DSpace system. Repository files and metadata will be in their source language.

Log In
(Once logged in)

Profile
If enabled in the repository, one can set up a Researcher Profile.
One can reset their password and view your group memberships.

MyDSpace
View or edit your submissions:
- Items that you are preparing (Status=Workspace),
- Items that are in the approval process (Status=Workflow),
- Items that have been approved and completed (Status=Archived).